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Tourist
Information
The Tourist Information
is located in the center of
Geilo, a short walk from
the train station.

TRANSPORT

The Bergen Rail Line makes
it easy to travel green
and sustainably to Geilo.
Between the Gardermoen
airport and Geilo, you can
also take the direct shuttle
bus, the Flyplass shuttle.
With the app and website,
entur.no, you will find all
the public transportation
in Norway gathered in one
spot. All the information
regarding car rentals,
parking areas, charging
stations, trains and buses
are gathered here:

We help you with
• Information about Geilo
and Hol Municipality

• Brochures and Trip Suggestions
• Sale of Post Cards, Souvenirs,
and Maps
• Information about Activities

Contact Us
+47 32 09 59 00
post@geilo.no
geilo.com
Mon – Fri: 09:00 to 15:00*
*See geilo.com for updated
opening hours.

SCAN ME!
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Info

NATIONAL PARKS

Geilo is the portal to all of two national
parks, Hallingskarvet National Park and
Hardangervidda National Park.

Winter
in Geilo

Hardangervidda is Northern Europe’s
largest mountain plateau. It’s a
fantastic hiking area that also holds
Norway’s largest national park. The
Hardangervidda is an important area
for the richest, wild reindeer herds in
Europe. In addition, it is the southernmost outpost for arctic foxes, snow
owls, and many species of arctic plants
and animals.
The Hardangervidda plateau is a popular trip destination, year-round. During
the winter, the most-used winter routes
are marked with twigs. The routes are
laid by experienced mountain people,
who know where it is safe and best to
go: dnt.no/vintermerking

Geilo is a classic
winter sports resort, with
a proud history as one
of Scandinavia’s leading
and most popular alpine
destinations.

The Hallingskarvet is a majestic
mountain massive that stretches from
Finse in the west to Geilo in the east.
The characteristic landscape elements
guard over everything and everyone.
Around the mountain are miles of inviting, cross-country ski tracks. Several of
the ski tracks are tied to the Norwegian
Trekkers Association’s (DNT) marked
trails on the Hardangervidda and the
Skarvheimen.

In 2019 and 2020, Geilo was chosen as
Norway’s best ski resort! The winter is
magical here in Geilo. With snowcovered landscapes and wonderful
winter atmosphere, everything is in
place for memorable experiences.
Few winter destinations in Norway have
so many accommodation alternatives,
activities, and service offerings as Geilo.

SKARVERENNET

The popular cross-country skiing
competition, Skarverennet, goes
from Finse to Ustaoset. It is 38 km
with complete skiing joy along the
Hallingskarvet. The Skarverennet is
held every year in mid-April.

Hol Municipality houses several
alpine centers. SkiGeilo has one of
the country’s most family-friendly,
with slopes for all skill levels. In addition, you will also find three other
exciting ski centers in the municipality.
The powder-paradise Hallingskarvet
Skisenter in Sudndalen, the versatile Lia
Skisenter in Skurdalen, as well as Dagali
Fjellpark, offering adventurous sledding
experiences.

R E S T I N T H E M O U N TA I N S
The mountains offer innumerable possibilities for relaxation, whether you are looking
for excitement or mountain
tranquility—or both.
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Welcome
to True
Mountain
Happiness
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- New child-friendly lift at Kikut
- New wine bar at the top of Kikuttoppen
- Kikutkroa expands and becomes
Kikut Food and Wine Lounge
- The Waffletoppen opens in 2022

Ski rental can easily be booked online and picked-up at Kikut,
Vestlia, Slaatta, or Havsdalen. In addition, you can book service for
your own equipment. In the ski reseptions at Vestlia, Kikut, Havsdalen
and Slaatta, you will receive good help with skipass, ski school,
as well as book activities.

45

20
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SLOPES

LIFTS

CHILDREN´S
AREAS
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2019
Norway's
Best Ski Resort

Alpine

NEWS 21/22:

Norway's
Best Ski Resort

O P E N I N G H O U R S

The ski slopes are located on both sides of the valley, and the
same skipass is used for the whole resort, which is easily accessible
by ski bus. Fill up your skipass or order a new skipass online to avoid
any lines. Remember that with season tickets you earn your ski
days quickly and get many benefits and discounts throughout the
season. You can pick up your skipass at one of the 16 pick-up boxes
around Geilo. The skiing season lasts from the end of November until
mid-April.

D S N OWBOARD

Geilo offers skiing joy for the whole family – find your skiing paradise
in Geilo! In and around Geilo center, you will find 20 lifts, 45 slopes,
4 children’s areas, and 3 terrain parks. The slopes vary between
children’s slopes to black slopes. In other words, you will enjoy
yourself whether you are a beginner or experienced alpinist.

Season Start to February 4th*

09:30–15:30

December 24th

09:30–14:00

February 5th to April 18th**

09:30–16:30

MorningSki Vestlia,
every Saturday from
January 8th
to April 7th***

07:30–09:30

Evening Skiing Vestlia,
every Friday from
January 7th to April 8th***

15:00–20:00

Evening Skiing, Slaatta, every
Tuesday from January 11th to
the end of March***

15:00–19:30

*Only open on weekends until December 4th
**Some slopes and lifts can be closed
toward the end of the season
***Implemented as far as conditions permit

Alpine
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Geilo High Five
Geilo High Five is a tour of the ski resorts in Geilo. Here
you can ski down the finest slopes, experience the
fantastic views, and eat the best food. In one and the
same round. Each of the five peaks have their own,
unique view, both toward the majestic Hallingskarvet
and Hardangervidda. The trip is arranged with the ski
bus, so that you don’t need a car between the valley
sides. Scan for more info.

SCAN ME!

Activities and Events

Ski School – Invest in
Your Ski Vacation!
Do you want to experience real, skiing joy? Treat yourself to
an hour with a ski instructor. Then you will guaranteed end up
with new knowledge, and a good dose of mastering, no matter
what age or skill level. The ski school offers group ski school in
alpine and snowboard, as well as private instruction in alpine,
snowboard, sit-ski, Telemark, and cross country.
SCAN ME!

There are high requirements for education and knowledge
for all the instructors at the ski center. No matter what you
desire to be better at, you will receive professional instruction.
Contact the ski school, who will advise you, whether you want
to learn alpine skiing, or fine-tune the techniques to master
the more advanced slopes. Scan for booking.

Ski Paradis for
Children and Adults
In Geilo, there are four different children and family areas at
the bottom stations at Kikut, Vestlia, Slaatta and Havsdalen.
All the areas have facilitated slopes, lifts, fun elements, and
figures, so that the joy of skiing and feeling of mastery are in
focus. It is easy to move on to larger slopes and lifts when the
children are ready for the next challenge or level.
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Throughout the season, there are many exciting activities and large events for both adults and children.
There are certain days with evening skiing, MorgenSki,
taco Friday and Kid Disco at the slope. The children
can also look forward to kid’s competitions, Children’s
Afterski and Ski Adventure. Even more activities and
events are added, such as Geilo Grand Prix, check the
event calendar, which is filled with contents.

SCAN ME!

Food Experiences
Relaxing over a good meal is the “icing on the cake”
during a great day on the alpine slopes. Choose
between 8 different restaurant concepts – you will
guaranteed find food that you like and want. What
about Geilo’s best pizza at Havsdalskroa, homemade
waffles at Halstensgård, the popular Slaatta bun or
street food from the different parts of the world at
Taubanekroa.

Real Afterski at
the Havsdalskroa
A fantastic day on the slopes is complete with a just
as fantastic Afterski. Reserve Saturday for afterski
during the winter! Follow our afterski program and
book tickets online.

Alpine
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At Kikut Food and Wine
Lounge, you get exclusive
dishes with elements of local
ingredients.

Hallingskarvet
Ski Center

Terrain Parks
Together with park manager and
X Games winner, Andreas Håtveit, we
present the Geilo Park. At Kikut, you find
a ski arena that breeds skiing joy with
two lines that complement each other;
and in Vestlia, a park with a little higher
level. At Slaatta, you will find a playful
park with good variations, like jumps and
rails, facilitated for both large and small.

Ski Bus
Three ski buses take you between the valley sides in Geilo, so
that you can ski at the whole resort! The ski bus is free, and be
used whether you have a valid ski pass or not. You don’t even
need to have skis on your feet, as everyone can take the bus.
The ski buses og in shuttle traffic between the Geiloheisen and
Vestliaheisen lifts, and ensures a quick and simple transport
between the valley sides. There are around 8–10 min between
each bus, and around 8 min from the one lift to the other. In
the morning and after 15:15, the buses og to all the accommodation companies in Geilo. If you want to take the ski bus, just
stand by the road and give a clear signal.

SCAN ME!

Saturday evening and during the Norwegian vacation periods,
the ski buses runs as an “Afterskibuss” between Kikut and
Havsdalen. Use the bus to and from afterski. Or to and from the
Geilo centeer to go shopping or go to a restaurant. The afterski
bus costs NOK 50 per trip.

Welcome to Norway’s hidden skiing gem!
Hallingskarvet Ski Center is an eldorado for skiing
enthusiasts. You will find the alpine center in the
mountain valley of Sudndalen (FV 50 highway)
at the foot of the Hallingskarvet mountains. The
Hallingskarvet Ski Center is known for long, wide, and
well-groomed slopes with great variations. In addition, there are fantastic possibilities for powder skiing.
Here, there is lots of room, as well as a personal, and
authentic atmosphere for everyone – from families
with children to dyed-in-the-wool powder skiers. If
you have a season pass for Geilo, it is also valid here!

Dagali Fjellpark
Dagali Fjellpark is a nice alpine center in
Dagali, between Geilo and Uvdal
(FV 40 highway). The Fjellpark has five
long slopes that are suitable for both
experienced skiers and beginners. A
midway descent from the lift allows
new skiers to enjoy themself in parts
of the Bestemorløypa (Grandmother)
slope. The Fjellpark also has a fenced
children’s area with separate ski tow.
At the Dagali Fjellpark you will also find
one of Norway’s longest, groomed,
sledding slopes, with all of 1,850 meters.
Let the lift pull you up and fly down!

Lia Ski Center
Between Geilo and Dagali, you will find the farm
village of Skurdalen. Lia Ski Center is located here
with three slopes and a separate sledding slope with
a length of 1,200 meters. Both the lift and the slopes
are family and child friendly. In connection with Lia Ski
Center, is Lia Fjellhotell. Here, is a cozy café with good,
homemade food. You can also rent, among others,
skis, snowboard, reindeer-type sleigh, and sled.
And, not least, there is the possibility for ice fishing,
snowshoe trips, and cross country.

Scan for more info and timetable.
12
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Going into
the Winter
Mountains in
a New Manner
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Using snowshoes in
newly-fallen snow is
magical and gives
a real feeling of
freedom.

GREAT FAMILY ACTIVITY

When going with a group, the most
active can go first and pave the way
for those farther back in line. Our
snowshoe trips are organized by Geilo
Aktiv, Vinternatt and Slaatta Ski Center.
The guides adapt the trips after desired
speed, incline, distance, and length, so
that everyone has a fantastic winter
experience. Family snowshoe trips are
suitable for everyone with children over
6 years, and go in the wooded area
around Slaatta Ski Center. The trip
concludes with sledding on personal
sledding boards and an enjoyable time
at the Slaatta Sami tent. At the Sami
tent, you bake stick bread, that is grilled
over a bonfire. A great activity for the
whole family!

Snowshoes are an ancient
footwear for navigating in deep
snow. Historical finds show that
snowshoes originated in Central
Asia 4,000–6,000 years ago.
They are one of the most important reasons that we managed
to move over large distances
and in rugged terrain.
JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE WHEEL

SNOWSHOES FOR BEGINNERS
OR AS A TRAINING SESSION?

Many compare the transport significance
of snowshoes with the invention of the wheel.
The first snowshoes were very simple; but, after
a while, they were facilitated for different terrain
and snow conditions. The Innuits and Indians in
North America developed the most advanced
and diverse snowshoes.

“A little snowshoe trip by Vestlia” is a
perfect program for beginners and
families that want to try an easy,
evening, snowshoe trip. The trip goes
in beautiful surroundings by the
Ustedalsfjorden lake, in a combination
of woods and open, varied terrain.

FUN AND SUITS EVERYONE

Have you never used snowshoes? Then you
should join one of our snowshoe trips. It doesn’t
matter that you don’t have experience —
snowshoes suit everyone. Snowshoe trips are
fun and a great way to get out and enjoy the
atmospheric winter landscape.

14

If you would prefer a more physically
demanding trip, or a different kind of
training session, you can join a summit
trip! Here, we go up the incline in powder snow, between the trees. You get
good exercise, fresh air, and a different
nature experience. We can promise that
dinner tastes better after a summit trip!

TRY
SNOWSHOES,
YOU ALSO
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Grand and
Accessible
Geilo and Hol municipality are among the best cross-country areas
in Norway. Here you will find over 500 kilometers of groomed ski
tracks, both in the valleys and on the mountain plateaus. Several of
these are tied to the Norwegian Trekkers Association’s (DNT) marked cross-country track network on the Hardangervidda plateau
and Skarvheimen. In addition, you will find lighted ski tracks around
the whole municipality: Hovet, Hagafoss/Hol, Geilo, Skurdalen, and
Dagali.. The cross-country tracks around the Ustedalsfjorden lake
feel like they are made for families with children, with information
boards about the area’s nature and culture.
Geilo’s cross-country tracks keep a high standard throughout
the whole winter. The ski tracks have a wide specter of skill levels.
Everything from short, flat areas for beginners to more challenging
routes along the mountain tops.

S K IS

To go skiing with the Hallingskarvet mountains as scenery is a powerful experience. Cross-country ski tracks crisscross the area around
the mountains. Several of these are tied to the Norwegian Trekkers
Association’s (DNT) ski tracks on the Hardangervidda plateau and
Skarvheimen. Let the quiet and powerful nature envelop you.

500

KM

OF
SKI TRACKS

A S U N N Y W A L L
Enjoy a well-deserved
break at one of the many
cabins with food service
in the mountains.

The cross-country season starts in October/November and lasts
all the way to May. The most eager cross-country skiers can go
skiing in the higher mountain areas until June. All the ski tracks are
registered at skisporet.no, where you can find updates from when
they have been groomed. The cross-country tracks are free to use,
but you are welcome to support the local track and trail group in
the area you use most or where you have your cabin/house. For
the Geilo area, it is the “Geilo Track and Trail Group.” Follow them on
Facebook for trip suggestions and grooming updates.

16

Cross-Country Skiing
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TOP 5 CROSS-COUNTRY TRIPS
A ski trip doesn’t have to be long to be nice! Many of the shorter trips
are both fun and varied. For trip descriptions, we recommend using
Outdoor Active or the interactive map farther down on the page.

1. THE USTEDALSFJORDEN LAKE ROUND
Distance: 10.4 km – Level of Difficulty: Easy

Gets groomed early and according to snow conditions

2. PANORAMA CABIN

Distance: 8.4 km – Level of Difficulty: Medium
A short, exciting trip that your children will like. Swing up through the woods
and be rewarded with a great view. Use the Panorama Ski Cabin as a
resting point on this trip before you whiz back down to Sudndalen. This is an
unknown gem that deserves attention. The trip can easily be extended by
continuing on the Flyløypa track of 17 km.

3. RAGGEMYRAN

Distance: 20.5 km – Level of Difficulty: Medium
Get close to the Hallingskarvet mountains and get the feeling of the
Skarverennet competition. The trip gives several beautiful views toward the
Hardangervidda plateau on the other side of the valley. It is easy to stop
by the Prestholtseter for food service. Later in the season, there are several
possibilities of extending the trip in the direction of Haugastøl.

4. THE HOLSÅSEN AREA
Level of Difficulty: Medium

Easy terrain with narrower ski tracks, that give a cozy atmosphere. Here one
can choose a trip through the woods on the south side, or come up over the
tree line for a grand view toward both the Hallingskarvet mountains and
Skarvheimen. Brenthovd is a beloved trip destination with its 1,243 meters
elevation, the highest point at Holsåsen.

5. VESLERUNDEN

Distance: 36.6 km – Level of Difficulty: Difficult
(Due to a lot of ascent and descent, along with length.)

SCAN ME!

This ski track was the alternative for the Skarverennet route during the
corona pandemic. The trip offers the best of our two national parks and
is easily accessible from several places in the municipality. Start from
Ustaoset, Geilo or in Skurdalen. An ultimate trip for sun-filled, spring days.
Several cabins with food service along the way give good occasions to take
nice breaks.

Trip Recommendations 19

Hungry for
Speed and
Excitement?

E

More and more people are opening
their eyes for kiting. Kiting on snow
gives full-fledged action. Take a trip
to the mountains and experience this
fascinating sport with great speed, high
flights, and lots of fun. The landscape
and wind conditions in the mountains
around Geilo make the area a paradise
for everyone who wants to try it.
When it comes to kiting, the
Hardangervidda plateau is in a class
of its own. Haugastøl is located just
25 minutes from Geilo, and is considered one of the foremost places
in the world for snow kiting. Both the
World Championships and World Cup
have been held here. Halne Fjellstugu
is another popular starting point. The
Dagalifjell mountains are also a great
place for kiting. If you prefer a shorter
travel time, Havsdalen offers good
kiting areas.

Sledding is an adrenaline adventure
on snow, and a physically demanding
exercise. The age limits are: 10 years
together with an adult, 12 years when
sledding alone. Afterwards, you can
warm up in the café, where we sell hot
beverages and snacks. It’s also possible
to go evening sledding. Check out their
opening hours.
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Even though the mountains are for
everyone, this is an experience away
from stress and commercial nonsense.
We are talking uncompromising summit trips with elevation, wild nature
experiences, toil and reward down
the mountain sides in powder snow.
Randonee within walking distance of
the mountain lodge!

WORLD CLASS KITING
AND SKI SAILING

Want to try one of Norway’s longest,
groomed sledding slopes? Take the bus
to the Dagali Fjellpark. We guarantee
you 1,850 meters of action, with speeds
up toward 70 km/h! In other words, it
goes just as fast as a car in the city.
Jump on the lift to the top. Here you
can enjoy the wonderful mountain view
toward the Hallingskarvet mountains,
Geilo, and the Hardangervidda plateau.
Get on the sled and whiz down again.
The sleds are easy to maneuver and
comfortable to ride.

E

the water and in the Ynglesdalen valley,
wild and beautiful, midway between
Bergen and Oslo, the season’s wildest
winter experiences lie in wait.

In Geilo, it’s a short way between winter activities for
the adventurous. Here we present three hefty alterna
tives that guaranteed offer challenges and have a
good effect on the “enthusiasm scale.”
FULL SPEED WITH A SLED

L

Summit trips in wild mountain nature give you unforgettable memories.

FREE AND WILD SUMMIT
TRIP TERRAIN

At the Storestølen Fjellhotell it is ski-inn/
ski-out to a lot of different summit trips,
a place for the few who really mean
mountains. In return, the apartments
and rooms have maximum comfort
with sitting area, flat screen, terrace,
and a view you will only find in an
otherwise deserted place in the heart
of the Hallingskarvet National Park. With
a menu built on local food, adapted to
your preferences and eventual diets.
Personal service is both easier and
warmer when the guests are few
and one is on a first-name basis.

The extreme conditions at Finse give
perfect conditions for ski sailing. Even
wind and wide-open spaces to move
on make the Finsevatnet lake optimal
for small and large expeditions by sail.
Ski sailing is best known as a transport
method for long trips, but it is also a
nice family activity.
Out in the open, and the majestic
and wild mountains. In the heart of the
Hallingskarvet mountains, with a view
you feel in the pit of your stomach.
Weekend off, powder skiing, and summit trip await at Storestølen Fjellhotell,
by the Strandavatnet lake. On summits
like Urevassnuten and Blåberget or over
21

FOOD SERVICE IN THE MOUNTAINS
HAKKESETSTØLEN FJELLSTUE
AND CABINS

SCAN ME!

@hakkesetstølen
Hakkesetstølen (1,050 meters elevation) is
located in wonderful trip terrain, just a short
distance from Geilo’s ski resorts. Here you
will find groomed ski tracks in all directions,
perfect for day trips, or if one wants to travel
from cabin to cabin on the Hardangervidda
plateau. Sale of sour cream porridge, cured
meats, mountain farm baked goods, coffee,
etc. During the winter, it is open as soon as
the ski tracks are groomed, and until the
end of April. There is a road all the way to
the door.

HALNE FJELLSTUGU

Halne (1,140 meters elevation) is located
along the RV7 highway, right at the portal to the Hardangervidda National Park.
They offer accommodations and exciting
winter experiences. Many travel here for
cross-country skiing, kiting, and dog
sledding. Halne Fjellstugu also has a menu
based on local ingredients. Here they serve
cured ham made with local mountain pigs,
trout from the Halnefjorden lake, reindeer
meat from the Hardangervidda plateau,
and wild berries picked on and around
the plateau.

PRESTHOLTSETER

@prestholtseter
Prestholtseter is a mountain farm café
full of traditions. The mountain farm is at
1,242 meters elevation, right below the
Hallingskarvet mountains, and right beside
the Hallingskarvet National Park, a favorite
trip destination both summer and winter.
Prestholtseter offers both warm and cold
dishes. Among other things, they are known
for their tasty sour cream porridge with
cured meats on the side.

TUVA TURISTHYTTE

@tuvaturisthytte
The cabin is one of the oldest,
privately-owned tourist cabins on the
Hardangervidda plateau, and is a favorite

Vinjett
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destination for cross-country skiers.
The shortest ski track goes from Ustaoset
(7 km), but you can also reach it from
Nedrestøl in Skurdalen (11 km) and Kikut
(16 km). Tuva Tourist Cabin is an accommodation csbin with a café known for, among
others, their tasty waffles. Food service
starts in the middle of February.

RUPERANDEN

Cozy and traditional food service cabin
close to Kikut. Among other things, they
serve homemade soup, baked goods, sand
- wiches, as well as hot and cold beverages.
Ruperanden is a very popular destination
for both short and long cross-country trips.
Scan the QR-code for updated information.

VESTREIM

Vestreim is beautifully located in Budalen
between Geilo and Hol. During the winter
high season, the summer farm is open
when the snow conditions permit, and then
they serve nice, homemade, baked goods.
From Havsdalen, it is a 20 km round-trip on
cross-country skis. The trip can be extended
to both Prestholt and Oddnakk.

STORESTØLEN FJELLHOTELL

A place that chooses ingredients based on
the fact that they are organic, local, and
pure. The house wine is biodynamic.
Three-course dinners are served yearround. Here they serve homemade soup,
meat or fish dishes based on local
ingredients, and delicious desserts.

TORSETLIA FJELLSTUE

Fantastic location on the sunny side of the
Dagalifjellet mountains, with a great view
over the Hardangerviddda plateau. Torsetlia
is located 30 km from the Geilo center and
in the middle of the ski-track network on
the Hardangervidda, at Dagali and Rødberg.
Possibilities for accommodations, easy
parking, and nice ski tracks.

SCAN FOR
DIGITAL
ALPINE MAP

SCAN FOR
ACTIVITIES
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Chair lift 6 pers

Parking

Self-timer

Very easy

Chair lift 4 pers

Restaurant

Fun Slope

Easy

T-bar lift

Information

Children area

S

Medium

Button lift

Tourist Information

H

Difficult

Magic carpet

Ski patrol

Unprepared

Ski bus

Railway

Training arena
(Only open
certain periods)

Ski bus stop

Terrain park

Ski lifts

Snow trail

BUS
STOP
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SkiGeilo
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Halstensgårdheisen
Fugleleiken

Geilo Lift EXPRESS
Slaattaheisene
Korken

Arnetrekkene
Barnetrekket
Fjellheisen

M
M
M
N
P
R
S

Pist Map

Vestliaheisen EXPRESS
Bjødnaheisen
Trollheisen

Trollklubben
Hufseheisen
Toppheisen

Kikutheisen EXPRESS
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WINTER ACTIVITIES

SCAN ME!

SLEDDING

PANORAMA TOUR

Geilo High Five
Geilo High Five is a tour of Geilo ski resort.
Here you can ski on the finest slopes, take in the
coolest views and eat the best food in one and the
same trip.
Each of the five peaks has its own unique
view of the majestic Hallingskarvet mountain,
and the Hallingskarvet and Hardangervidda
national parks.
Let the ski bus transport you through the valley.
There’s no need to use your car.
Time:
Anything from 1.5-4 hours
Skill level: Green and blue trail level

PUNCH STATIONS
You will find a punch station at each mountain
top/viewpoint. Use this to collect clips and get a
free hot chocolate/coffee for three clips, or buy
the “Geilo High Five” pin/button for five clips.
Look after your card!
You can download a card at skigeilo.no or pick
one up at one of our ticket offices.

Geilo is probably best known for alpine slopes
and hundreds of kilometers of cross-country ski
tracks. But Geilo is expert on experiences and
offers many exciting activities, whether you just
want a break from the slopes or simply enjoy
yourself without skis on your feet. Here are some
highlights from which you can choose.

Looking for speed and
excitement? Dagali
Fjellpark has one of
Norway’s longest, liftbased sledding slopes
(1,850 meters). Here can
sleds come up to speeds
of 70 km/h! Lia Skisenter
has a separate sledding slope right outside
the hotel. For smaller
children, Slaatta Ski
Center rent out personal
sledding boards and
Snowracers.

ICE BATHING

Guaranteed one of the
coldest things that you
can do in the mountains. An unforgettable
experience that gives
you wonderful energy
for body and soul. With
focus on high security,
you can feel completely
safe. Available in Geilo
until March, thereafter at
Ustaoset in April and May.

Activities
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DOGSLEDDING

Drive your own dog team
with some of Norway’s
most energetic Alaskan
Huskies. A great family
activity suited for both
big and small. Five or
10-kilometer trips on the
Ustedalsfjorden lake with
bonfire, or all-day trips
on the Hardangervidda
plateau.

SLEIGH RIDES

When the winter
darkness falls, nothing
is cozier than going on
a sleigh ride. Bring the
family or friends on a
round-trip, or book an
exclusive sleigh ride as a
winter, mountain taxi. Get
your pulse down, enjoy
the atmosphere, and the
view, under warm pelts,
with steaming horses
and torches.

NYHET!

SNOWMOBILE

W ELCO ME TO T HE NEW

Our beloved traditional and renowned mountain hotel is
transformed into Geilo’s most exciting easy-living concept
with freehold apartments. We have, of course, kept the unique
and good service. In addition, we are also refurbishing our
beloved Sofia’s Café & Bar, which is now a completely new
restaurant concept, but with the same charming atmosphere,
homemade food, sweet temptations and freshly baked bread
and buns from our own bakery.
Stay tuned on:

You can try snow
mobiling or snow rafting
in Geilo, or track driving
and snowmobile safari
in Dagali. If you are
geared-up for motorsport, ice carting, car
slalom, Powerturn buggy,
and other motor-action
activities are also offered
in Dagali. See geilo.no for
details.

bardola.no

SNOWSHOE TRIPS

Join a different trip into
the fairytale winter forest
or to a great viewpoint.
Snowshoes are suited
for both big and small.
Rent snowshoes and
go alone wherever you
desire, or join a guided
trip adapted to families
with children, the active,
or the adventurous.

Take a closer look at our new housing project - gorgeous mountain
apartments for sale:
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bardolafjelltun.no

FAT BIKE

Evening trip, training
session, or expedition?
Fat bikes are almost like
riding a regular mountain bike, only more fun.
Super-wide bicycle tires
provide a large bearing
surface, so it is easy to
cycle on snow and on
groomed tracks. Rent a
fat bike on your own, or
join a guided tour.

SAUNA RENTAL

• One of Norway’s best ski resort kitchen

• Award-winning spa and wellness area for adults

• Lovely hotel rooms and apartments

• Large and modern gym

in different price ranges
• Bowling alley and shuffleboard

• Playland of 300 sqm
• Conference room with space for 675 pers.

• Water park of 750 sqm with water slide

mail@vestlia.no ︱ www.vestlia.no ︱ +47 32 08 7230
00

Vinjett

Read more on
our website

Come to a steaming hot,
wood-heated sauna
with panoramic window.
You can participate in
a 90-minute, private
sauna experience, or rent
the sauna for 24-hours,
located where you
wish. Sauna and snow
bath is a wonderful
combination!

ICE FISHING

Join in on an exciting and
family-friendly fishing
trip, whether at Ustaoset
or on the Ustedalsfjorden
lake, when booking.
Bore the hole in the ice,
prepare the jigging pole,
and wait for a bite. In
the meantime, you can
enjoy yourself around the
bonfire, with food and a
warm drink. Remember
warm clothing!

Activities
Vinjett
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PLAYLAND

Both Vestlia Resort and
Highland Lodge have a
great indoor playland.
Here the kids can frolic
on slides, in a ball room,
climbing rope, labyrinth,
and large tumble area.

CINEMA

Geilo Cinema shows
films every Sunday and
under premiers. During
the holidays, also on
Wednesdays and Fridays.
Share the film experience
with the locals. Popcorn
and soda can, of course,
be purchased, as they
always go together!
The current film program
can be found on Geilo
Cinema’s webpage.

SPA AND MASSAGE

Geilo has many providers
that give you wonderful spa experiences.
Dr. Holms Spa has a
complete treatment
menu in an exclusive
atmosphere. Vestlia
Resort offers professional spa therapists and
inviting pool, relaxation
room, jacuzzi, cold pool,
and sauna. Hel-V and
Geilo Holistic Studio offer
both massage, coaching,
and treatment.

TRAINING
AND YOGA

It is both good and smart
to stay in shape. In Geilo,
you will find several
gyms, Geilo Training and
Test Center and Vestlia
Resort Fitness Center.
It’s also possible to book
a PT-hour if you wish a
tailor-made training
program. Or you can
relax with yoga and
mindfulness at Geilo
Holistic Studio.

SWIMMING POOL

After a day of skiing
or a training session,
it is nice with a swim.
Eventyrbadet at Vestlia
Resort is perfect for
the kids. Dr. Holms,
Bardøla, Highland,
Havsdalsgrenda and
Ustedalen Hotel also
have a swimming pool.
If you would like to use
the swimming pool,
please contact the
hotel directly.
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ART

Geilo and Hol Municipality
offer everything from
old, cultural treasures
to modern art forms all
year, and you can experience beautiful art several
places, both indoors and
outdoors. Vestlia Resort
has a significant art
collection, with works of
well-known Norwegian
and international artists.
Art exhibitions at the
Geilo Cultural Church,
and an outdoor exhibit
at the “Huldreskogen,”
to name a few.

TRADE WITH
A ROOF OVER

In the heart of Geilo
are the shopping centers,
Amfi and Geiloporten.
Here and in the center,
you will find shops with
the latest trends in sports
equipment, fashion and
interior, as well as specialties. You can also buy
local food and other local
treasures. Geilo is known
for good products and
good offers.

BOWLING

Bowling gives both
excitement and enjoyment. Bowl & Dine at Dr.
Holms has a wonderful
American diner atmosphere. Here, you can also
enjoy a homemade
burger. Vestlia Resort
ensures a fine evening
with bowling on eight
new, high-gloss polished,
professional lanes.
Or how about a round
of shuffleboard?

Vinjett
Activities
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Welcome to winter wonderland at
Highland Lodge — in the heart of Geilo

book YOUR STAY NOW

SCAN ME!

Made in Geilo
Blacksmithing in Geilo has traditions dating back to the 17th century. The first iron
in Geilo was extracted around the year 0. To this day, there are three proud craft
companies based on these traditions. Brusletto & Co—utility knives and national
costume knives. The Øyo Brothers—axes, kitchen knives, outdoor products and
other sharp objects. Skaugum Cutlery—cutlery and tableware. Join a guided
factory tour into the realm of craftsmanship, with a focus on design and quality.
Don’t forget to check out their factory outlets.
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H IGH L AND PIZ Z E R IA | HIG HLA N D BA K E R Y | S M A K E R IE T G E ILO | P O O L | FITN E S S
Vinjett
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HIG HL A N D. N O

HIG HL A N D G E ILO

AT M O S P H E R I C

WINTERWEEKEND
Enjoy time with each
other in Geilo.

Treat yourself to an unforgettable romantic
winter weekend in the mountains. Geilo offers a
variety of activities and experiences that nurture love.
The romance flourishes extra in real mountain air.

Active and
Romantic
Weekend

GIRL AND BOY GROUP TRIPS

Make a private booking for a massage
together with your loved one. Afterward,
you can be transported by horse and
sleigh to eat a lovely meal at one of the
many restaurants in the center of Geilo.

Here the possibilities are many. In
Dagali, get your adrenaline up with
speed-filled sledding. Or how about
an ice carting trip (go-cart on ice) or
snowmobile? There is always lots of
enjoyment with a day on the slopes or
cross-country skiing. Ice bathing and
sauna is otherwise a guaranteed fresh
experience. On the food front, there
are plenty of restaurants and cafés to
choose between in Geilo.

Of course, a day on the alpine slopes is
part of it. Or an adventurous crosscountry trip to one of the cabins with
food service. Conclude the weekend by
driving your own dog team or take a
trip on a fat bike.
After the weekend, you will guaranteed have valuable memories from
a snow-covered Geilo. A romantic
weekend is also suited for a girls’
weekend.

There are several alternatives for
groups, in all price categories. From the
Fagerli Camp School in Skurdalen to
top-notch Vestlia Resort.
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Stay Well,
Sleep Well

AT I O NS

Choosing the right place to stay can give the little extra to your Geilo
vacation! In Geilo and the surrounding area, you will find everything
from hotels with spa to the camping life.
Perhaps you choose to take your family to a large resort hotel with
family activities. Or you and your loved one may choose to stay at
the top of the mountain in an “arctic dome,” with a view of the starry
sky. Perhaps it works best to spend the night in a well-equipped
cabin, with the freedom to make your own meals. No matter what
you choose, Geilo is known for its hospitable hosts. Therefore, you
and your family will be cared for very well.
At geilo.com you will find a total overview over all the accommodations in and around Geilo. Here it is easy to compare prices and
facilities. You can book almost everything directly from the website.
Contact Geilo Booking by telephone or email if you need help with
the booking. +47-32 08 85 00 mail@geilobooking.no

10+

60+

100+

HOTELS

CABINS

APARTMENTS
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1

ARCTIC
DOME

R E S T I N G P U L S E
In the mountains, you will
find relaxation, whether
you want to live stately
or simply.

3

CAMPING

Accommodations

SCAN ME!

Accommodations 39

FO OD

Small and Good

RV

In Geilo and in Hol, you will find a wide selection of small cheese
makers, meat and fish processing companies, restaurants, and
bakeries that know to use the valuable ingredients. If you visit the
mountain’s food service cabins, delicatessens, and grocery stores,
they also all offer locally-produced food. Explore and enjoy local food
from the mountain. Check out, for example, the Cheese Village. They
have their own eco-museum, café, and a world class cheese shop!

IC
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AN

Here, in upper Hallingdal, we are proud of our long food traditions.
Through time, we have learned to utilize the fantastic, local ingredients that can only be found high in the mountains, because nature’s
food tray has a lot to offer. Juicy, green grass and fresh air give the
best starting point for good milk. This results in good dairy products
and tasty meat.

D L O CAL FOOD

Local Food
from the
Mountain’s
Best
Ingredients

SE

Food Service High and Low
Geilo has a large selection of restaurants that offer food and beverages in all variations. From a simple meal to the tastiest menus with
accompanying drink. Food service can be found in the center, in the
hamlets, at the ski slopes, and along the trails up in the mountains.
Geilo also has a nice nightlife with several bars and pubs.

The Taste of the Mountains
Hol has the status as national park municipality and houses two
national parks: Hardangervidda and Hallingskarvet. In the mountains, wild reindeer and goats graze; and in the waters, you can
find beautiful and red mountain trout. Just as fantastic for dinner
as smoking or corning, or other preparations. In the marshes, grow
cloudberries; in the woods grow blueberries, crow berries, lingonberries, and mushrooms.

8

CHEESE
MAKERS

8

FOOD
SERVICE
CABINS

SCAN ME!
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No matter what you
want to eat, in the
mountains you will
get real food with
lots of taste

20

FOOD
PRODUCERS
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Food Service

Food Service 41

TRAD

The shops in Geilo
have what you need,
both for everyday life
and celebrations.

N

D

City Feeling
in the
Mountains

EA

PLEASANTTRADE

SE
RV

ICE S

Geilo center is a unique meeting place, with a wide selection of
shops and services. The heart of Geilo offers an urban and atmos
pheric city environment surrounded by mountains.
With over 40 shops in the center, you will find everything in retail
from sports equipment, flowers, clothing, and interior design shops
to a delicious cup of cappuccino. Don’t forget to visit our traditional
craft companies—Brusletto & Co, The Brothers Øyo, and Skaugum
Cutlery. They all have their own factory outlets. Both in and outside
the center, you will find grocery stores. Besides Geilo, they can be
found in the hamlets of Ustaoset, Dagali, Hagafoss, and Hovet.
Are you considering buying or selling a cabin? Or do you want to build
and are looking for a plot? Hol Municipality is one of Norway’s largest
cabin municipalities. Geilo has skilled real estate agents and solid
handcraft companies that will help you realize your dream project.
In Geilo, you will find all the products and services for your cabin,
apartment, or house, whether it’s for the exterior or interior. Maybe
you have a cabin that needs fixing. Up here, you will find everything
from materials to craftsmen that are happy to help you. You will
find service companies that will take care of snow removal, digging,
transport, caretaker services, alarms, WIFI, and whatever else that
you can imagine.
More info at geilo.com
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RESTAURANTS

SERVICE
COMPANIES

SHOPS
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Trade

SCAN ME!

Geilo.
The village midway
between east and west.
Geilo. A melting pot
of innovation and
celebration.
From scythe forges to
royal cutlery, lords in suits
to leather knickers and
winter knitwear.
Geilo. A living local
community with a focus
on the guests. Geilo.
When everything
blends together.
The home of the
mountain people.

SCAN ME!

WHAT’S
GOING ON
IN GEILO?

A lot of exciting things are happening in Geilo.
Everything from market days, art exhibits, and concerts,
to fierce ski competitions, ski camps, and winter festivals,
like the kicksled world championships. Scan the QR-code
with your camera and find out what is happening in
Geilo during your visit!

SUMMER

2022

The activity season starts already
in May, with rafting and canyoning.
Throughout the summer, you will find
a mountain full of several different
summer activities and experiences.
Geilo is a perfect vacation destination,
where you can combine the social with
the active, as well as find tranquility
in scenic surroundings. You get the
best mountain experiences with us.
Remember to book your stay well in
advance!
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Hand-Picked
Mountain Experiences

BÆREKRAFTIG
REISEMÅL
LOKALT ENGASJEMENT
I ET LANGT PERSPEKTIV
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